
EIGENFUNCTION CONCENTRATION FOR POLYGONAL BILLIARDSANDREW HASSELL, LUC HILLAIRET, AND JEREMY MARZUOLAAbstrat. In this note, we extend the results on eigenfuntion onentration in billiards as proved bythe third author in [8℄. There, the methods developed in Burq-Zworski [2℄ to study eigenfuntions forbilliards whih have retangular omponents were applied. Here we take an arbitrary polygonal billiard Band show that eigenfuntion mass annot onentrate away from the verties; in other words, given anyneighbourhood U of the verties, there is a lower bound
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|u|2for some c = c(U) > 0 and any eigenfuntion u.1. IntrodutionLet B be a plane polygonal domain, not neessarily onvex. Let V denote the set of verties of B, andlet ∆B denote the Dirihlet or the Neumann Laplaian on L2(B). In this note, we will prove the followingTheorem 1. Let B be as above and let U be any neighbourhood of V . Then there exists c = c(U) > 0 suhthat, for any L2-normalized eigenfuntion u of the Dirihlet (or Neumann) Laplaian ∆B, we have
∫

U

|u|2 ≥ c.That is, U is a ontrol region for B, in the terminology of [1℄.We will generalize this result to any Eulidean surfae with onial singularities (ESCS) X with U beingany neighbourhood of the set of onial points and the uk being the eigenfuntions of the (Friedrihs)-Laplae operator on X (see Setion 2 for more preise de�nitions).Atually our main onern will be to derive a su�ient geometri ondition for U ⊂ X that ensures that
U is a ontrol region for the Laplae operator. It is well-known that suh a ondition is obtained by theso-alled geometri ontrol (see [1℄ for instane) and we will be interested in regions U for whih geometriontrol fails. One major obstrution to geometri ontrol is the existene of periodi orbits that do notinterset U. Sine, on an ESCS, the non-singular periodi orbits form Eulidean ylinders immersed in X,we introdue the following geometri ondition:De�nition 2. A region U ⊂ X is said to satisfy ondition (CC) (the `ylinder ondition') if the followingtwo properties hold.(1) Any orbit that avoids U is non-singular and periodi.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 35P20.Key words and phrases. Polygonal billiards, eigenfuntion onentration, semilassial measures, ontrol region.A.H. was partially supported by Disovery Grant DP0771826 from the Australian Researh Counil. J.M. was supported bya National Siene Foundation Postdotoral Fellowship and would like to thank Australian National University for generouslyhosting him at time of the beginning of this researh. 1
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X
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Figure 1. Doubling a billiard B, here with a slit, to form an ESCS X. Eah vertex withangle α gives rise to a oni point with angle 2α, and the endpoints of the slit beomeoni points with angle 4π.(2) There exists a �nite olletion of ylinders (Ci)i≤N suh that any orbit that avoids U belongs tosome Ci.Here, by a ylinder we mean an isometri immersion of S
1
l × I into X0, where I ⊂ R is an interval and

S
1
l is the irle of length l (see Lemma 7 below).The main theorem of this paper is then the following.Theorem 3. Let X be an orientable ESCS and U a domain satisfying (CC). Then there exists a positiveonstant c = c(U) suh that any normalized eigenfuntion uk of the Eulidean Laplae operator on Xsatis�es(1.1) ∫

U

|uk|
2 ≥ cThe �rst theorem is derived from this one by letting X be the double of the polygon B and by taking

U the ε neighbourhood of the onial points of X, orresponding to the verties of B; see Figure 1. Thefat that, for billiards, U satis�es (CC) is the prinipal result of [3℄ (see Setion 4 below).Remark 4. Using Theorem 3, Theorem 1 an be sharpened by removing from V those verties with angle ofthe form π/n for some integer n, as a re�etion priniple argument takes are of suh verties. Conretely,the geodesi �ow may be non-ambiguously prolongated at suh points. In partiular, a ylinder hittingsuh a vertex on its boundary may be prolongated.Remark 5. Let us mention other settings where our theorems apply. In the �rst theorem, the polygon mayhave polygonal holes and/or slits in it. In this ase, V should inlude the verties of the holes and the endsof the slits. It also applies to translation surfaes, and thus also to tori with slits.Remark 6. We will prove in Setion 3 that any neighbourhood of the onial points satis�es ondition
(CC) on any ESCS so that we ould have stated the theorem without refering to this ondition. We havestated it thus in order to emphasize the fat that suh a ontrol result usually requires two distint steps.The �rst step is to �nd some geometri or dynamial ondition that implies ontrol, and the seond stepis to �nd settings where this ondition holds. These two steps proeed from essentially di�erent methods:analyti in the ase of the �rst step, and geometri/dynamial in the ase of the seond.



EIGENFUNCTION CONCENTRATION FOR POLYGONAL BILLIARDS 3The organization of the paper re�ets the two steps of the proof desribed in the preeding remark. We�rst reall in Setion 2 some basi fats about ESCSs, semilassial measures and the doubling proedurethat allows one to treat polygonal billiards.In Setion 3, we will prove that (CC) implies ontrol. To do this, we shall argue by ontradition in thefollowing way. Assume that there is no c suh that (1.1) holds. Then there is a sequene (un) of normalizedeigenfuntions with eigenvalues λ2
n → ∞, whose mass in U tends to zero as n → ∞. Assoiated to suha sequene is (at least one) semilassial measure µ whih is neessarily supported away from the inverseimage π−1(U) � see Lemma 10. It is a standard property of suh semilassial measures that the supportof µ is invariant under the billiard �ow. We shall show that the support property of µ just mentioned andthe geometri ondition (CC) imply that µ would have to be supported on the ylinders Ci. So it su�es,for a ontradition, to show that its mass on eah suh ylinder is zero. To do this we use the argument of[8℄ (whih in turn relies on [2℄) slightly modi�ed so as to avoid a tehnial assumption made there.Finally, in Setion 4, we demonstrate (CC) for any neighbourhood of the set P of oni points of anESCS X. 2. ESCSs, polygons and semilassial measuresA Eulidean surfae with onial singularities (ESCS) is a surfae X equipped with a metri g suh that

X may be written X0 ∪ P where the metri g is Eulidean on X0, and P onsists of a �nite number ofpoints pi, suh that eah pi has a neighbourhood isometri to a Eulidean one whose tip orresponds to
pi.A reason for studying the Laplae operator on a ESCS is its relation with polygonal billiards. Indeed,starting from a polygon B, possibly with polygonal holes and/or slits, the following doubling proeduregives a ESCS X. Take two opies B and σB of the polygon where σ is a re�etion of the plane. Thedouble X is obtained by onsidering the formal union P ∪σP where two orresponding sides are identi�edpointwise. The re�etion σ then gives an involution of X that ommutes with the Laplae operator. Thelatter thus deomposes into odd and even funtions and the redued operators are then equivalent to theLaplae operator in P with Dirihlet and Neumann boundary ondition respetively. In partiular, for any
un eigenfuntion of the Neumann, resp. Dirihlet Laplae operator in P , we an onstrut an eigenfuntionof the Laplae operator in X by taking u in P and u ◦ σ, resp. −u ◦ σ in σP.On suh a surfae, we shall onsider the geodesi �ow indued by the Eulidean metri on X0. Wewill not onsider here the geodesis that end in a onial point sine the ondition (CC) only onsidersnon-singular geodesis. The following lemma shows that a non-singular periodi geodesi on a ESCS isalways part of a family.Lemma 7. Let X be an orientable ESCS. Let g : R → X be a non-singular T-periodi geodesi, then thereexists δ > 0 suh that g extends to h from R × (−δ, δ) into X0 suh that(1) h(t, 0) = g(t),(2) h is a loal isometry from R × (−δ, δ) equipped with the �at metri into X0,(3) h is T -periodi in t.Thus h may be viewed as de�ned on the ylinder Cδ,T := S

1
T × (−δ, δ).Proof. Let T be the smallest period of g. For any t ≤ T there exists δt suh that the square (−δt, δt)

2is isometri to a neighbourhood of g(t). Moreover, this isometry ht may be hosen so that the horizontalsegment (−ht, ht) × {0} projets onto g(t − ht, t + ht) : ht(t1, 0) = γ(t + t1). Using ompatness, δ =
inf{δt, t ∈ [0, T ]} exists and is positive. Gluing the ht by ontinuity de�nes a loal isometry h : R× (−δ, δ)into X0. By onstrution, for any s, h(t, s) is at distane |s| of the geodesi g and this distane is realized by
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Q5 Q6 Q5 Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1Q4Figure 2. Constrution of a ylinder from its omponents Qj along a periodi trajetory.

g(t). Thus, there are only two possible hoies for h(t+T, s). Sine X is orientable, neessarily h(t+T, s) =
h(t, s). �Let η ∈ (−δ, δ). As η ↑ δ, the periodi geodesis h(t, η) onverge to a possibly singular periodi geodesi(and similarly for η ↓ −δ). The ylinder Cδ,T will be alled maximal if both these geodesis are singular.In the geometri ondition (CC), we may assume that the ylinders are maximal.We now de�ne the Eulidean Laplae operator on a ESCS. First note that the Eulidean metri on Xprovides us with a well-de�ned L2 norm and that smooth funtions ompatly supported in X0 are dense in
L2(X). For any suh funtion, we an also de�ne the quadrati form q(u) =

∫

X
|∇u|2dx in whih ∇ is takenwith respet to the Eulidean metri and dx is the Eulidean area element. The Laplae operator is theself-adjoint operator assoiated with the losure of this quadrati form. It is also the Friedrihs extensionof the usual Eulidean Laplae operator de�ned on C∞

0 (X0). It is standard that this operator has ompatresolvent so that its spetrum is purely disrete and we may onsider its eigenvalues and eigenfuntions.Let un be a sequene of eigenfuntions on X assoiated with a sequene of eigenvalues going to in�nity.We want to assoiate to this sequene a so-alled semilassial measure. Sine we do not want to lookpreisely at what is happening at the onial point, our semilassial measure µ will be a positive distri-bution ating on C∞
0 (S∗X0), where S∗X0 denotes the unit otangent bundle over X0. Our semilassialmeasure is then given by the usual reipe. In partiular, for any a ∈ C∞

0 (S∗X0) and any zeroth-order



EIGENFUNCTION CONCENTRATION FOR POLYGONAL BILLIARDS 5pseudodi�erential operator A on X with prinipal symbol a we have
lim

n→∞
〈Aun, un〉 =

∫

S∗X0

adµ.Remark 8. It is onsiderably simpler to de�ne a pseudodi�erential operator on X0 than on X. In partiularwe may use loal isometries with the Eulidean plane.Remark 9. It should be noted that, in ontrast with the usual semilassial measure, with this de�nition,a semilassial measure need not be a probability measure. In order to be a probability measure one hasto prove that, loosely speaking, no mass aumulates at the onial points.The invariane property of this measure by the geodesi �ow also has to be taken arefully. Thein�nitesimal version of this invariane is true using the standard ommutator argument and Egorov'stheorem sine this omputation takes plae integrally over X0. One an then integrate this property alongany geodesi until it reahes a vertex.3. Proof of the main theoremLet U be a domain of X satisfying ondition (CC). Neessarily we have P ⊂ U. We will denote by
U0 = U\P . Let un be a sequene of normalized eigenfuntions suh that ∫

U
|un|

2 → 0. Let µ be anysemilassial measure assoiated to (un). Then we haveLemma 10. (i) The support of µ is disjoint from π−1(U0).(ii) µ is a probability measure that is invariant under the geodesi �ow.Proof. (i) Suppose that there is a point q ∈ suppµ with π(q) ∈ U0. Choose a nonnegative funtion
φ ∈ C∞(X0) supported in U0, with φ ≡ 1 in a small neighbourhood G of π(q). Sine φ ≥ 0 and µ is apositive measure, we have 〈µ, φ〉 ≥ 0. If 〈µ, φ〉 = 0 then 〈µ, χ〉 = 0 for every χ ∈ C∞

0 (S∗X0) supported in
π−1(G), sine we have χ = χφ, and by the positivity of µ and φ, |〈µ, χφ〉| is bounded by 〈µ, φ〉‖χ‖∞. Butthis would mean that π−1(G) is disjoint from the support of µ, whih is not the ase. Thus we onludethat 〈µ, φ〉 > 0. This means that

lim
n→∞

∫

B

|un|
2φ > 0,ontraditing our assumption about the sequene (un). This proves (i).(ii) Statement (i) tells us preisely that no mass aumulates at the onial points and thus µ is aprobability measure (see Remark 9 above). The invariane holds sine µ is a semilassial measure. �Let µ be as above, and let (z, ζ) ∈ T ∗X0 be in the support of µ. Aording to the preeding lemma andthe invariane property of µ, ondition (CC) implies that z belongs to a ylinder periodi in the diretion

ζ. The support of µ is thus inluded in the union of the maximal ylinders Ci de�ned in ondition (CC).Let C be suh a ylinder. By de�nition, there is a loal isometry between S
1
L × (0, a) and C. Usingit, we an pull-bak the eigenfuntion un to C. We now apply the argument of [8℄ to this funtion unon C. Let us use Cartesian oordinates (x, y) on C, where x ∈ [0, L], y ∈ [0, a] with x = 0 and x = Lidenti�ed. Thus {y = 0} and {y = a} are the two long sides of the ylinder, and the variable y parametrizesperiodi geodesis. Choose a uto� funtion χ ∈ C∞

c [0, a] suh that χ = 1 on an open set ontaining all
y parametrizing all paths disjoint from Uǫ (as opposed to Uǫ/2). Then χun vanishes near the long sidesof C, and thus may be regarded as a funtion on a torus T . So we now have a sequene vn = χun on T .Consider any semilassial measure ν assoiated with the sequene (vn) on T . By ompatness, the vn are



6 A. HASSELL, L. HILLAIRET, AND J. MARZUOLAbounded in L2, so there exists at least one semilassial measure assoiated with (vn) (on the torus). Thisould be the zero measure; this would be the ase if ‖vn‖L2 → 0, for example. Sine µ is supported ona �nite number of ylinders, there are only a �nite number of diretions in the support of ν. So we an�nd a onstant-oe�ient pseudodi�erential operator Φ on T that is miroloally 1 in a neighbourhood ofdiretions parallel to dx, i.e. in the diretion of the unwrapped periodi paths, but vanishes miroloally ina neighbourhood of every other diretion in the support of ν. (See [8℄ for a disussion of onstant-oe�ientpseudodi�erential operators on a torus.)Consider the sequene of funtions (Φvn) on T . The semilassial measures ν′ assoiated to this sequeneare related to those for the sequene (vn) by ν′ = σ(Φ)ν. Thus, the support of ν′ is restrited to diretionsparallel to dx and to geodesis parametrized by y suh that χ(y) = 1 (beause of lemma 10 and the waywe hose χ).Now we apply the proposition on p46 of [2℄ whih says:Proposition 11. Let ∆ = −(∂2
x + ∂2

y) be the Laplaian on a retangle R = [0, l]x × [0, a]y. For any open
ω ⊂ R2 of the form [0, l]x × ωy, there is C suh that, for any solution of

(∆ − λ2)w = f + ∂xgon R, satisfying periodi boundary onditions, we have
‖w‖2

L2(R) ≤ C
(

‖f‖2
L2(R) + ‖g‖2

L2(R) + ‖w‖2
L2(ω)

)

.(This proposition is stated in [2℄ for Dirihlet boundary onditions on a retangle, but applies equally wellto periodi boundary onditions as noted in [8℄.) We apply this with w = wn = Φvn, f = fn = Φ((∂2
yχ)un),

g = gn = −2Φ((∂yχ)un), and ω ontained in the set {χ = 0}. (Note that Φ ommutes with ∆ and
∂y.) Sine f and g are supported on the support of ∇χ, their support is disjoint from that of ν′, so
‖fn‖

2
L2(R) + ‖gn‖

2
L2(R) → 0 as n → ∞. Also, by our hoie of ω, we have ‖wn‖

2
L2(ω) = 0. It follows that

‖wn‖
2
L2(R) → 0. But this means that ν′ = 0. This implies that ν has no mass along diretions parallel to

dx, whih means that µ has no mass along the ylinder C. Sine C is arbitrary, and the number of suhylinders is �nite, this means that µ has no mass, i.e. it is the zero measure. This ontradits part (ii) ofLemma 10. We onlude that Theorem 3 holds.4. Condition (CC) for neighbourhoods of the oni set PIn this setion we study ondition (CC) in more detail. We wish in partiular to address this onditionfor the region Uǫ whih is the ε neighbourhood of the set P of onial points of an ESCS X.In this ase we have the following proposition.Proposition 12. Let X be an orientable ESCS with singular set P .(i) For any geodesi γ, either γ is periodi, or the losure of γ meets P .(ii) Let Uǫ denote the ε neighbourhood of P . Then any periodi geodesi avoiding Uε (whih is periodiby part (i)) belongs to a maximal ylinder and the number of suh maximal ylinders is �nite.Before proving Proposition 12, we introdue some notation and de�nitions. A strip is an isometriimmersion h : R×I → X0, where I is a nonempty open interval and R×I is equipped with the Eulideanmetri. We will also sometimes all the image of h a strip. The width of the strip is the length of theinterval I.For any strip, the mappings γc := h(·, c), c ∈ I, are geodesis of X0. Sine h is a loal isometry and Xis orientable, if one γc is periodi of length L then, for any c′, γc′ is also periodi with length L.



EIGENFUNCTION CONCENTRATION FOR POLYGONAL BILLIARDS 7A maximal strip is a strip that annot be extended to R × I ′ for any open I ′ properly ontaining I. Astrip is maximal if and only if P intersets the losure of h(R × I) on its left and on its right.For any geodesi γ we will denote by γ̃ the geodesi lifted to the unit tangent bundle SX0 and we denoteby π the projetion of SX0 in X. We also denote by d(., .) the distane on X.Proposition 12 is a straightforward onsequene of the following lemma, whih is losely related to resultsof [5℄.Lemma 13. Let h : R × I → X0 be a strip of positive width. Then there exists L suh that h(t + L, s) =
h(t, s).Proof. We follow losely the ideas of [5℄. We may assume that h is maximal and I = (−δ, δ) and we willprove that γ0 is periodi. Observe that for any t, d(γ0(t), P ) ≥ δ. We denote by Z ⊂ SX0 the forward limitset of the lifted geodesi γ̃0. By ontinuity,we have that d(π(Z), P ) ≥ δ. This implies �rst that Z is ompatand then that the geodesi �ow is ontinuous on Z. Using Furstenberg's uniform reurrene theorem [4℄,there exists a point x that is uniformly reurrent in Z. We denote by G the geodesi emanating from x(observe that G̃(R) ⊂ Z). We also denote by H : R × (−∆−,∆+) the maximal strip around G. Uniformreurrene means the following: for any neighbourhood W̃ ⊂ SM0 that intersets G̃(R), there exists L ∈ Rsuh that

∀t,∃s ∈ [t, t + L] suh that (G(s), Ġ(s)) ∈ W̃ .The uniform reurrene and the maximality of the strip imply(4.1) ∀ ε > 0, ∃L suh that ∀ t, d(H([t, t + L] × {∆+ − ε}), P ) < 2ε.Indeed, by maximality, for any ε > 0, there exists t0 suh that the geodesi γ emanating from the pointin phase spae given by (G(t0), Ġ(t0) −
π
2 ) hits a onial point in time less than ∆+ + ε

2 . In partiular
d(H(t0,∆

+ − ε), P ) ≤
3ε

2
.By ontinuity, we an �nd a neighbourhood Ṽ of (G(t0), Ġ(t0)) suh that, for any (m, θ) in this neighbour-hood, the geodesi starting from (m, θ − π

2 ) stays in the ε
2 tubular neighbourhood of γ until time ∆+ − ε.Using uniform reurrene, there exists L suh that, for any t, there exists s ∈ [t, t + L] so that (G(s), Ġ(s))belongs to Ṽ . Using the preeding property we have that

d(H(s,∆+ − ε),H(t0,∆
+ − ε)) <

ε

2
.We onlude (4.1) using the triangle inequality.Observe that (4.1) means that if we represent the strip H by a vertial strip in R

2 then we an �nda vertial strip of width 2ε (that ontains the right boundary of the strip H) suh that any retangle ofheight L ontained in this strip ontains at least one onial point.We �x loal oordinates near x so that x = ((0, 0), π
2 ). Sine x is in the forward limit set, there exists tnsuh that γ̃0(tn) onverges to x. We set γ̃0(tn) = (zn, θn). Represent now in R

2, the strip H around (0, 0)and the strip h around zn. By standard Eulidean geometry, for ǫ << δ the intersetion of any vertialstrip of width 2ε with h ontains a vertial retangle of width 2ε and height that goes to ∞ when θ goesto π
2 (see Figure 3). Indeed, denoting by α = π

2 − θ, this height is
2δ

sin |α|
−

2ε

tan |α|
.Using (4.1), sine there is no onial point in h, this implies that we have θn = π

2 for n large enough. Thestrip h around zn is thus represented by a vertial strip of width 2δ. Then maximality of both h and H
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H
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Figure 3. Illustration of the argument in the proof of Lemma 13. For su�iently large
n, if θn 6= π/2 then the strip h would ontain a retangle of size 2ǫ × L, as illustrated.This is not possible as any suh retangle intersets P .implies that the strips oinide up to a translation in the �rst variable; in partiular, the widths oinide,and zn is independent of n. But this implies that the geodesi γ0 is periodi. �Proof of Proposition 12. (i) Let us onsider a geodesi g suh that ¯g(R) ontains no onial point. Thereexists ǫ > 0 suh that ∀t, B(g(t), ǫ) ∩ P = ∅. For, otherwise, we ould �nd sequenes ǫn, tn, and pn suhthat d(g(tn), pn) < ǫn ontraditing the hypothesis. This implies that the geodesi g : R → X0 extendsto a strip of positive width and Lemma 13 onludes the proof.(ii) We only have to prove the �niteness property. Denote by Ci the maximal ylinders. By de�nitionthe middle geodesi of Ci is at distane at least ε of the onial points. So that the ε/2 strip around thisgeodesi onsists in periodi geodesis at distane at least ε/2 of the onial points. Denote by Si thisstrip. The proof of Lemma 4.2 of [7℄ (see also �g. 2 of this referene [3℄) implies that if γi and γj are twoperiodi geodesis in strip Si and Sj respetively then, at any of their intersetions, they make an angle θsatisfying

1

sin θ
≤

min(Li, Lj)

ε
.We an now adapt the argument of [3℄. Fo any i we onsider the following region Vi of SX0,

Vi = {(x, θ), x ∈ Si, |θ − θi| <
ε

2Li
}.



EIGENFUNCTION CONCENTRATION FOR POLYGONAL BILLIARDS 9The preeding estimate implies :(1) Vi is isometri to (−ε/2, ε/2) × SLi
× (− ε

2Li

, ε
2Li
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